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The Kaiser's Last Kiss
Meditations of an Exile is a collection of essays on a wide variety of unique religious topics, some of which have rarely been covered
anywhere else. These include: why the Roman Empire and slavery are not condemned in Scripture; seeming conflict between the two
natures of Christ; intriguing parallels between the history of Biblical Israel that reflect in reverse the past, present, and possible future of
Christianity; why the modern state of Israel is not the Israel foretold in Biblical prophecy; the Eternal Design; why the Church tolerates and
even supports pro-abortion politicians; why evangelization will not work in the West; who were the "giants" so often referred to in the Old
Testament; is it evident from Scripture that intelligent life does not exist beyond earth? Meditations concludes with a commentary on the
passion and death of Jesus that analyzes why the Jewish authorities arrested Jesus in the way they did and why the Romans never
considered Jesus a political threat even after Palm Sunday.

The Ambassador's Wife
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER Edward Snowden, the man who risked everything to expose the US government’s system of mass
surveillance, reveals for the first time the story of his life, including how he helped to build that system and what motivated him to try to bring it
down. In 2013, twenty-nine-year-old Edward Snowden shocked the world when he broke with the American intelligence establishment and
revealed that the United States government was secretly pursuing the means to collect every single phone call, text message, and email. The
result would be an unprecedented system of mass surveillance with the ability to pry into the private lives of every person on earth. Six years
later, Snowden reveals for the very first time how he helped to build this system and why he was moved to expose it. Spanning the bucolic
Beltway suburbs of his childhood and the clandestine CIA and NSA postings of his adulthood, Permanent Record is the extraordinary account
of a bright young man who grew up online—a man who became a spy, a whistleblower, and, in exile, the Internet’s conscience. Written with
wit, grace, passion, and an unflinching candor, Permanent Record is a crucial memoir of our digital age and destined to be a classic.

Exile
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WINNER 2019 Albertine Prize 2019 Lambda Literary Award Prix du Style Prix de la Porte Dorée 2016 Lire Best Debut Novel Le Prix du
Roman News Now in B-format Paperback Kimiâ Sadr fled Iran at the age of ten in the company of her mother and sisters to join her father in
France. Now twenty-five, with a new life and the prospect of a child, Kimiâ is inundated by her own memories and the stories of her
ancestors, which reach her in unstoppable, uncontainable waves. In the waiting room of a Parisian fertility clinic, generations of flamboyant
Sadrs return to her, including her formidable great-grandfather Montazemolmolk, with his harem of fifty-two wives, and her parents, Darius
and Sara, stalwart opponents of each regime that befalls them. In this high-spirited, kaleidoscopic story, key moments of Iranian history,
politics, and culture punctuate stories of family drama and triumph. Yet it is Kimiâ herself—punk-rock aficionado, storyteller extraordinaire, a
Scheherazade of our time, and above all a modern woman divided between family traditions and her own “disorientalization”—who forms the
heart of this bestselling and beloved novel. "In her remarkable novel, Negar Djavadi beautifully captures the “disorientation” of exile and the
attempt to reconstruct a self through family stories." - The New York Times “The novel pulsates with life but does not shirk from violence. The
gorgeous prosetakes the edge off the relentless turmoil described throughout.” - The Financial Times “A momentous saga of modern Iran.” Publishers Weekly

Things Fall Apart
The Exile: A Novel Based on the Life of Maharaja Duleep Singh The Exile is a poignant novel about Maharaja Duleep Singh, the youngest
son of the great Maharaja Ranjit Singh of Punjab, who signed away the Koh-i-Noor to Queen Victoria when he was only eleven. In the book,
the diamond, which has captured people’s imagination for centuries, is at the centre of the adolescent Duleep Singh’s realization of his
situation, after which he reconverts to Sikhism and rebels against the Queen. Told in Duleep Singh’s own voice, and the voices of five
characters based on his contemporaries, The Exile is a compelling and deeply moving portrait of one of the most tragic figures of Indian
history. It is, equally, an unsparing examination of British imperialism, and the greed and shortsightedness of the Indian princes that fed it.

This Our Exile
From Robinson Crusoe to Nelson Mandela, the Mayflower Pilgrims to the Ayatollah Khomeini, exiles of all types and eras recount their
experiences in a wide variety of sources, from police records to poetry to diaries. UP.

We Were the Lucky Ones
With the spectacular worldwide success of his unforgettable novel The Prince of Tides, Pat Conroy established himself as a major
international writer. He is known for his anguished and painfully honest insights into families and the human heart. He now returns with Beach
Music, a story which tells of a family haunted by dark memories that reach back into the unutterable terrors of the Holocaust. Jack McCall, an
American living in Rome with his young daughter, is trying to find peace after the recent trauma of his wife's suicide. But his solitude is
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disturbed by the appearance of his sister-in-law, who begs him to return home, and of two school friends, who want his help in tracking down
another classmate who went underground as a Vietman protester and never resurfaced. These requests launch Jack on a journey that
encompasses the past and the present in both Europe and the American South: a quest that leads him to shocking and ultimately liberating
truths.

Whiskey When We're Dry
On Planet Blipp, beyond the stars, beyond the sun and moon, The world was ruled by music - but tradition called the tune. The Ancient
Songs of ages past were all that could be heard, And no one was allowed to change a single note or word

Exile Music
Countless African Americans have passed as white, leaving behind families and friends, roots and communities. It was, as Allyson Hobbs
writes, a chosen exile. This history of passing explores the possibilities, challenges, and losses that racial indeterminacy presented to men
and women living in a country obsessed with racial distinctions.

Fish in Exile
Kevin Emerson's Exile, book one of the Exile series, combines the swoon-worthy romance of a Susane Colasanti novel with the rock 'n' roll of
Eleanor & Park. Summer Carlson knows how to manage bands like a professional—minus the whole falling-for-the-lead-singer-of-the-latestband part. But Caleb Daniels isn't an ordinary band boy—he's a hot, dreamy, sweet-singing, exiled-from-his-old-band, possibly-with-a-deepdark-side band boy. She also finds herself at the center of a mystery she never saw coming. When Caleb reveals a secret about his long-lost
father, one band's past becomes another's present, and Summer finds it harder and harder to be both band manager and girlfriend. Maybe
it's time to accept who she really is, even if it means becoming an exile herself. . . .

Exile
Haunted by fleeting, nightmarish memories of her childhood on Darkover, Margaret Alton flees her home with her uncommunicative, brooding
father to take a job as assistant to musicologist Ivor Davidson, a career that takes her back to Darkover and a terrifying confrontation with the
past.

The Exile
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This stand-alone novel in the Valdemar series continues the story of prickly weapons-master Alberich. Once a heroic Captain in the army of
Karse, a kingdom at war with Valdemar, Alberich becomes one of Valdemar's Heralds. Despite prejudice against him, he becomes the
personal protector of young Queen Selenay. But can he protect her from the dangers of her own heart?

Exit Music
A shackled Earth, ruled by an unstoppable tyrant An exiled son, and a one-way trip across the galaxy A perfect world, their last hope for
survival Vice Admiral Isaac Gallant is the heir apparent to the First Admiral, the dictator of the Confederacy of Humanity. Unwilling to let his
mother’s tyranny stand, he joins the rebellion and leads his ships into war against the might of his own nation. Betrayal and failure, however,
see Isaac Gallant and his allies captured. Rather than execute her only son, the First Admiral instead decides to exile them, flinging four
million dissidents and rebels through a one-shot wormhole to the other end of the galaxy. There, Isaac finds himself forced to keep order and
peace as they seek out a new home without becoming the very dictator he fought against—and when that new home turns out to be too
perfect to be true, he and his fellow exiles must decide how hard they are prepared to fight for paradise…against the very people who built it.

The Oxford Book of Exile
A BODY IS FOUND ON THE BANKS OF THE THAMES. MAUREEN O'DONNELL NOW HAS TWELVE HOURS TO CATCH A KILLER The
last time Maureen O’Donnell saw Ann Harris, she was staying in the Glasgow Women’s Shelter, drunk and with two broken ribs. A month
later, Ann’s mutilated body is washed up on the banks of the Thames. No one seems to care what happened to her, and Maureen is the only
person who thinks Ann’s husband is innocent. With her personal life in turmoil, she runs away to London and starts to piece together Ann’s
final days. But time is not on her side. Maureen needs twelve hours to put things right, and she doesn’t care what it costs ‘Confirms Mina’s
place in the premier divisionAtmospheric [and] intense’ Guardian

The Exile
"An atmospheric and meditative novel based on an unexplored slice of World War II history, following a young Jewish girl whose family flees
refined and urbane Vienna for safe harbor in the mountains of Bolivia As a young girl growing up in Vienna in the 1930s, Orly has an idyllic
childhood filled with music. Her father plays the viola in the Philharmonic, her mother is a well-regarded opera singer, her beloved and
charismatic older brother holds the neighborhood in his thrall, and most of her eccentric and wonderful extended family live within the city
limits. Only vaguely aware of Hitler's rise or how definitive her Jewish heritage will become to her family's identity, Orly spends her days
immersed in play with her best friend and upstairs neighbor, Analiese. Together they dream up vivid and elaborate worlds, where all of the
things they love about their own lives can exist forever. But in 1938, Orly's peaceful life is shattered. Her older brother flees Vienna first, and
soon Orly, her father, and her mother procure refugee visas for La Paz, a city high up in the Bolivian Andes. La Paz couldn't be more different
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from Vienna--the altitude alone sabotages her mother's efforts to bake the pastries they loved back home. Even as the number of Jewish
refugees in the small town grows, her family is haunted by the music that can no longer be their livelihood, by the missing brother who was
once the heart of their family, and Orly yearns for the solace of her friendship with Analiese. Yet they find a daily rhythm in this strange, new
land. Years pass, the war ends, and suddenly the threat they fled looms again. Just as Bolivia took in Jewish refugees, the country now
accepts a small number of Nazi refugees. Orly reckons with a darkness that not even victory at war can extinguish, and she must decide: Is
the security and joy of her day to day life in La Paz what defines home, or is the pull of her past in Europe too strong to ignore? In lyrical and
atmospheric prose, Exile Music illuminates one girl's coming of age in a family separated and defined by war, whose hope takes root on an
unfamiliar shore"--

Beach Music
This expanded edition of Chinua Achebe's first novel portrays the collision of African and European cultures in an Igbo village. Okonkwo, a
great man in Igbo traditional society, cannot adapt to the profound changes brought by the British conquest of Nigeria. Yet, as in classic
tragedy, Okonkwo's character as well as external forces contribute to his downfall. This expanded edition includes new illustrations, maps,
additional essays on history, culture,and literature, and reference material to help readers see Achebe's classic novel in social and historical
context, and to understand its place in world literature.

Exile's Song
* The million-copy bestseller* * National Book Award finalist * * One of the New York Times's 10 Best Books of 2017 * * Selected for Emma
Watson's Our Shared Shelf book club * 'This is a captivating book Min Jin Lee's novel takes us through four generations and each character's
search for identity and success. It's a powerful story about resilience and compassion' BARACK OBAMA. Yeongdo, Korea 1911. In a small
fishing village on the banks of the East Sea, a club-footed, cleft-lipped man marries a fifteen-year-old girl. The couple have one child, their
beloved daughter Sunja. When Sunja falls pregnant by a married yakuza, the family face ruin. But then Isak, a Christian minister, offers her a
chance of salvation: a new life in Japan as his wife. Following a man she barely knows to a hostile country in which she has no friends, no
home, and whose language she cannot speak, Sunja's salvation is just the beginning of her story. Through eight decades and four
generations, Pachinko is an epic tale of family, identity, love, death and survival.

The Exiles
Years after the death of the former lead singer of America's most notorious rock band, his musical collaborator begins to receive a series of
mysterious postcards bearing cryptic verses and signed only "J."
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Exile Music
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER Inspired by the incredible true story of one Jewish family separated at the start of World War II,
determined to survive--and to reunite--We Were the Lucky Ones is a tribute to the triumph of hope and love against all odds. "Love in the face
of global adversity? It couldn't be more timely." --Glamour It is the spring of 1939 and three generations of the Kurc family are doing their best
to live normal lives, even as the shadow of war grows closer. The talk around the family Seder table is of new babies and budding romance,
not of the increasing hardships threatening Jews in their hometown of Radom, Poland. But soon the horrors overtaking Europe will become
inescapable and the Kurcs will be flung to the far corners of the world, each desperately trying to navigate his or her own path to safety. As
one sibling is forced into exile, another attempts to flee the continent, while others struggle to escape certain death, either by working grueling
hours on empty stomachs in the factories of the ghetto or by hiding as gentiles in plain sight. Driven by an unwavering will to survive and by
the fear that they may never see one another again, the Kurcs must rely on hope, ingenuity, and inner strength to persevere. An
extraordinary, propulsive novel, We Were the Lucky Ones demonstrates how in the face of the twentieth century's darkest moment, the
human spirit can endure and even thrive.

Exile
This well-crafted novel is one of the few novels in either Irish or English that explores this generation of Irish people, often termed the "silent"
or "lost generation" when over a half-a-million people emigrated, primarily to Britain, to work in the post-war economy there - "building
England up and tearing it down again."

Exile's Valor
In this epic, original novel in which Hawaii's fierce, sweeping past springs to life, Kiana Davenport, author of the acclaimed Shark Dialogues,
draws upon the remarkable stories of her people to create a timeless, passionate tale of love and survival, tragedy and triumph, survival and
transcendence. In spellbinding, sensual prose, Song of the Exile follows the fortunes of the Meahuna family—and the odyssey of one resilient
man searching for his soul mate after she is torn from his side by the forces of war. From the turbulent years of World War II through Hawaii's
complex journey to statehood, this mesmerizing story presents a cast of richly imagined characters who rise up magnificent and forceful,
redeemed by the spiritual power and the awesome beauty of their islands.

The Poet in Exile
The novel How Long Is Exile? because of its length had to be divided into two books: I—The Festival of Song and Dance and II—Going Home.
The novel is about the Latvian people who suffered in and around World War II, as the two major world powers—Communist Russia and Nazi
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Germany—converged in fierce battles on the Amber land at the Baltic Sea until it was conquered by one, then the other, and again by the first,
and its two million people were as if sliced up in many parts and scattered throughout the world. Divided with each part longing for the other,
the nation survived the hot and cold wars, keeping the hope of freedom and the return home alive. That hope was nurtured in ethnic
communities and especially enforced at supplemental schools and festivals. As a portion of refugees spun off and assimilated in their various
host countries, a large remnant remained and kept the flame of freedom alive. This was no easy and cheap task. It called for dedication,
sacrifice, money, and courage. It was watched and monitored from within and without for half a century until, in 1990, the Soviet Union
collapsed, the Iron Curtain and the Berlin Wall fell, and the euphoria touched every East European country. As a participant in that so-called
exile state, I began writing my version of the experience after the Milwaukee festival, filtering it through the consciousness of my main
character Milda Brzia-Arjs, who, coming out of mourning for her husband, Krlis Arjs, arrives at the festival, ready to turn a new leaf in her life.
During the four days with like-minded people, interesting events, and common recollections of her childhood, the war and postwar
experiences in a displaced persons’ camp flash before her in a swirling kaleidoscope and, at the end, throws her in the direction she did not
plan to go. Book I ends there. It is a meditative, reflective life-based fiction that probes deeply into Milda’s psyche and also of other
characters who travel the journey with her. Through Milda’s thoughts and actions, we see that the lasting impact of war and how it branches
out and goes on onto the third and fourth generations.

A Girl in Exile
In the year 2034, Theo Quderian, a French physicist, made an amusing but impractical discovery: the means to use a one-way, fixed-focus
time warp that opened into a place in the Rhone River valley during the idyllic Pliocene Epoch, six million years ago. But, as time went on, a
certain usefulness developed. The misfits and mavericks of the future—many of them brilliant people—began to seek this exit door to a
mysterious past. In 2110, a particularly strange and interesting group was preparing to make the journey—a starship captain, a girl athlete, a
paleontologist, a woman priest, and others who had reason to flee the technological perfection of twenty-second-century life. Thus begins this
dazzling fantasy novel that invites comparisons with the work of J.R.R. Tolkien, Arthur C. Clarke, and Ursula Le Quin. It opens up a whole
world of wonder, not in far-flung galaxies but in our own distant past on Earth—a world that will captivate not only science-fiction and fantasy
fans but also those who enjoy literate thrillers. The group that passes through the time-portal finds an unforeseen strangeness on the other
side. Far from being uninhabited, Pliocene Europe is the home of two warring races from another planet. There is the knightly race of the
Tanu—handsome, arrogant, and possessing vast powers of psychokinesis and telepathy. And there is the outcast race of Firvulag—dwarfish,
malev-o olent, and gifted with their own supernormal skills. Taken captive by the Tanu and transported through the primordial European
landscape, the humans manage to break free, join in an uneasy alliance with the forest-dwelling Firvulag, and, finally, launch an attack
against the Tanu city of light on the banks of a river that, eons later, would be called the Rhine. Myth and legend, wit and violence,
speculative science and breathtaking imagination mingle in this romantic fantasy, which is the first volume in a series about the exile world.
The sequel, titled The Golden Torc, will follow soon.
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Exile Music
A king decrees that all humans be skinned alive. A man runs from words that hound him like a pack of wolves. A legion of white snakes
sweeps across a land blighted by drought. A beleaguered soul laments the loss of a homeland. A coward's many virtues are lauded to
disturbing effect. By turns passionate, elegiac, angry, tender, nightmarish and courageous, the poems in Songs of a Coward weave an
exquisite tapestry of rich images and turbulent emotions. Written during a period of immense personal turmoil, these verses are an enduring
testament to the resilience of an imagination under siege and the liberating power of words in one's darkest moments.

Distant Star
A New York Times Book Review Editors’ Choice “Erotic, paranoiac and lightly fantastical.” —The Wall Street Journal “Ismail Kadare's readers
are astonished every year when the Nobel committee overlooks him. . . . A Girl in Exile, published in Albanian in 2009, may rekindle the
worldwide hopes.” —The New York Times Book Review During the bureaucratic machinery of Albania’s 1945–1991 dictatorship, playwright
Rudian Stefa is called in for questioning by the Party Committee. A girl—Linda B.—has been found dead, with a signed copy of his latest book in
her possession. He soon learns that Linda’s family, considered suspect, was exiled to a small town far from the capital. Under the influence
of a paranoid regime, Rudian finds himself swept along on a surreal quest to discover what really happened to Linda B. “At a time when parts
of the world are indulging nostalgia for communism, Kadare’s novel confronts the infuriating impossibility of art in an autocratic,
anti–individualist system.” —The Washington Post “A Girl in Exile confirms Kadare to be the best writer at work today who remembers—almost
aggressively so, refusing to forget—European totalitarianism.” —The New Republic

Meditations of an Exile
London, England, 1840: Evangeline Stokes loses her position as a governess when she finds herself pregnant out of wedlock. After being
accused of assault and of theft, she is committed to Newgate Prison, then to a prison ship bound for Australia. On board, she strikes up a
friendship with Hazel, sentenced to seven years for stealing a silver spoon. Hobart Town, Australia, 1840: Mathinna is the orphaned daughter
of the chief of the Lowreenne tribe. Adopted by the new governor of Tasmania and brought to Hobart to live with the family, she is treated
more like a curiosity than a child. These three women - Evangeline, Hazel, and Mathinna - will all become part of the story of the creation of a
new society in the land beyond the seas

The Exile
James Patterson’s BookShots. Short, fast-paced, high-impact entertainment. An exile can never return Finn O'Grady, working the night shift
as a security guard in London, receives a phone call at dawn. Bridie, a woman he once loved before he left his hometown of Kilmeaden in the
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west of Ireland, believes she's in terrible danger and needs his help. Finn has made a new life for himself and can’t go back to the pain and
tragedy he left behind in Ireland. But when Bridie's brother is found brutally murdered, Finn has no choice but to return to a life he'd tried to
forget.

Song of the Exile
With Exiles, Ron Hansen tells the story of a notorious shipwreck that prompted Gerard Manley Hopkins to break years of "elected silence"
with an outpouring of dazzling poetry. In December 1875 the steamship Deutschland left Bremen, bound for England and then America. On
board were five young nuns who, exiled by Bismarck's laws against Catholic religious orders, were going to begin their lives anew in Missouri.
Early one morning, the ship ran aground in the Thames and more than sixty lives were lost—including those of the five nuns. Hopkins was a
Jesuit seminarian in Wales, and he was so moved by the news of the shipwreck that he wrote a grand poem about it, his first serious work
since abandoning a literary career at Oxford to become a priest. He too would die young, an exile from the literary world. But as Hansen's
gorgeously written account of Hopkins's life makes clear, he fulfilled his calling. Combining a thrilling tragedy at sea with the seeming
shipwreck of Hopkins's own life, Exiles joins Hansen's Mariette in Ecstasy (called "an astonishingly deft and provocative novel" by The New
York Times) as a novel that dramatizes the passionate inner search of religious life and makes it accessible to us in the way that only great
art can.

Exiles
Diana Gabaldon’s brilliant storytelling has captivated millions of readers in her bestselling and award-winning Outlander saga. Now, in her
first-ever graphic novel, Gabaldon gives readers a fresh look at the events of the original Outlander: Jamie Fraser’s side of the story,
gorgeously rendered by artist Hoang Nguyen. After too long an absence, Jamie Fraser is coming home to Scotland—but not without great
trepidation. Though his beloved godfather, Murtagh, promised Jamie’s late parents he’d watch over their brash son, making good on that
vow will be no easy task. There’s already a fat bounty on the young exile’s head, courtesy of Captain Black Jack Randall, the sadistic British
officer who’s crossed paths—and swords—with Jamie in the past. And in the court of the mighty MacKenzie clan, Jamie is a pawn in the power
struggle between his uncles: aging chieftain Colum, who demands his nephew’s loyalty—or his life—and Dougal, war chieftain of Clan
MacKenzie, who’d sooner see Jamie put to the sword than anointed Colum’s heir. And then there is Claire Randall—mysterious, beautiful, and
strong-willed, who appears in Jamie’s life to stir his compassion . . . and arouse his desire. But even as Jamie’s heart draws him to Claire,
Murtagh is certain she’s been sent by the Old Ones, and Captain Randall accuses her of being a spy. Claire clearly has something to hide,
though Jamie can’t believe she could pose him any danger. Still, he knows she is torn between two choices—a life with him, and whatever it is
that draws her thoughts so often elsewhere. Step into the captivating, passionate, and suspenseful world of The Exile, and experience the
storytelling magic of Diana Gabaldon as never before.
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Permanent Record
Based on an unexplored slice of World War II history, Exile Music is the captivating story of a young Jewish girl whose family flees refined
and urbane Vienna for safe harbor in the mountains of Bolivia As a young girl growing up in Vienna in the 1930s, Orly has an idyllic childhood
filled with music. Her father plays the viola in the Philharmonic, her mother is a well-regarded opera singer, her beloved and charismatic older
brother holds the neighborhood in his thrall, and most of her eccentric and wonderful extended family live nearby. Only vaguely aware of
Hitler's rise or how her Jewish heritage will define her family's identity, Orly spends her days immersed in play with her best friend and
upstairs neighbor, Anneliese. Together they dream up vivid and elaborate worlds, where they can escape the growing tensions around them.
But in 1938, Orly's peaceful life is shattered when the Germans arrive. Her older brother flees Vienna first, and soon Orly, her father, and her
mother procure refugee visas for La Paz, a city high up in the Bolivian Andes. Even as the number of Jewish refugees in the small community
grows, her family is haunted by the music that can no longer be their livelihood, and by the family and friends they left behind. While Orly and
her father find their footing in the mountains, Orly's mother grows even more distant, harboring a secret that could put their family at risk
again. Years pass, the war ends, and Orly must decide: Is the love and adventure she has found in La Paz what defines home, or is the pull
of her past in Europe--and the piece of her heart she left with Anneliese--too strong to ignore?

How Long Is Exile?
In post-World War II Vienna, a group of people return home 15 years after being exiled by Hitler's deadly reign and must rebuild their lives
and relearn their identities while the city does the same. 40,000 first printing.

Pachinko
For Declan Hale, the Shadowless Arbiter, life has been simple since he ended the Tome Wars and forced a cruel peace in the mythical
realms of Forget. Exiled to Earth for his crimes, Declan spends his days managing a small bookshop. So when a familiar looking corpse
appears in the dead of night, spilling his scotch, Declan is less than amused. Especially because the body is his own. Someone-or somethinghas sent a calling card from the future. Daring him to confront his monstrous past. The last time Declan went to war, Ascension City burned
and eight million people lost their lives. The Knights and Renegades should have left him alone * * * * An original urban fantasy story. This
novel-length book also includes the short story: The Forgetful Library, written by Joe Ducie.

The Exiles Return
From acclaimed journalist Sophy Roberts, a journey through one of the harshest landscapes on earth--where music reveals the deep
humanity and the rich history of Siberia Siberia's story is traditionally one of exiles, penal colonies and unmarked graves. Yet there is another
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tale to tell. Dotted throughout this remote land are pianos--grand instruments created during the boom years of the nineteenth century, as well
as humble, Soviet-made uprights that found their way into equally modest homes. They tell the story of how, ever since entering Russian
culture under the westernizing influence of Catherine the Great, piano music has run through the country like blood. How these pianos
traveled into this snow-bound wilderness in the first place is testament to noble acts of fortitude by governors, adventurers and exiles.
Siberian pianos have accomplished extraordinary feats, from the instrument that Maria Volkonsky, wife of an exiled Decembrist revolutionary,
used to spread music east of the Urals, to those that brought reprieve to the Soviet Gulag. That these instruments might still exist in such a
hostile landscape is remarkable. That they are still capable of making music in far-flung villages is nothing less than a miracle. The Lost
Pianos of Siberia is largely a story of music in this fascinating place, fol-lowing Roberts on a three-year adventure as she tracks a number of
different instruments to find one whose history is definitively Siberian. Her journey reveals a desolate land inhabited by wild tigers and deeply
shaped by its dark history, yet one that is also profoundly beautiful--and peppered with pianos.

A Chosen Exile
Based on an unexplored slice of World War II history, Exile Music is the captivating story of a young Jewish girl whose family flees refined
and urbane Vienna for safe harbor in the mountains of Bolivia As a young girl growing up in Vienna in the 1930s, Orly has an idyllic childhood
filled with music. Her father plays the viola in the Philharmonic, her mother is a well-regarded opera singer, her beloved and charismatic older
brother holds the neighborhood in his thrall, and most of her eccentric and wonderful extended family live nearby. Only vaguely aware of
Hitler's rise or how her Jewish heritage will define her family's identity, Orly spends her days immersed in play with her best friend and
upstairs neighbor, Anneliese. Together they dream up vivid and elaborate worlds, where they can escape the growing tensions around them.
But in 1938, Orly's peaceful life is shattered when the Germans arrive. Her older brother flees Vienna first, and soon Orly, her father, and her
mother procure refugee visas for La Paz, a city high up in the Bolivian Andes. Even as the number of Jewish refugees in the small community
grows, her family is haunted by the music that can no longer be their livelihood, and by the family and friends they left behind. While Orly and
her father find their footing in the mountains, Orly's mother grows even more distant, harboring a secret that could put their family at risk
again. Years pass, the war ends, and Orly must decide: Is the love and adventure she has found in La Paz what defines home, or is the pull
of her past in Europe--and the piece of her heart she left with Anneliese--too strong to ignore?

The Worst Band in the Universe
A mugging gone wrong or murder? A dissident Russian poet is found dead - at the same time a delegation of Russian businessmen arrives in
town. For some, it is crucial that the case is closed quickly, clinically and with the minimum of attention. But DI Rebus and DS Siobhan Clarke
believe this is something more than a random attack - especially after a particularly nasty second killing. Then, a brutal and premeditated
assault on a local gangster puts Rebus in the frame - and he may not survive long enough to solve anything
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The Many-Colored Land
Soon to be a movie titled The Exception starring Christopher Plummer, Lily James, and Jai Courtney, this “crisp, adroit, and subtle tale of
great personal power” (The New York Times) follows the exiled Kaiser Wilhelm, the young Nazi officer assigned to guard him, and the Jewish
maid who unwittingly comes between them. It is 1940 and the exiled monarch Kaiser Wilhelm is living in his Dutch chateau, Huis Doorn. The
old German king spends his days chopping logs and musing on what might have been. When the Nazis invade Holland, the Kaiser’s staff is
replaced by SS guards, led by young and recently commissioned SS officer Martin Krebbs, and an unlikely relationship develops between the
king and his keeper. While they agree on the rightfulness of German expansion and on holding the nation’s Jewish population accountable
for all ills, they disagree on the solutions. But when Krebbs becomes attracted to Akki, a Jewish maid in the house, he begins to question his
belief in Nazism. As the threads of history conspire with the recklessness of the heart, The Kaiser, Untersturmfuhrer Krebbs, and the
mysterious Akki find themselves increasingly conflicted and gravely at risk…

Lost Pianos of Siberia
Rendered mute after a traumatic attack, a beautiful young woman and her LAPD rookie brother find themselves enmeshed in a government
conspiracy that forces them to outmaneuver an international hit man and a power-hungry baroness.

Songs of a Coward
Named a Best Book by Entertainment Weekly, O Magazine, Goodreads, Southern Living, Outside Magazine, Oprah.com, HelloGiggles,
Parade, Fodor's Travel, Sioux City Journal, Read it Forward, Medium.com, and NPR's All Things Considered. "A thunderclap of originality,
here is a fresh voice and fresh take on one of the oldest stories we tell about ourselves as Americans and Westerners. It's riveting in all the
right ways -- a damn good read that stayed with me long after closing the covers." - Timothy Egan, New York Times bestselling author of The
Worst Hard Time From a blazing new voice in fiction, a gritty and lyrical American epic about a young woman who disguises herself as a boy
and heads west In the spring of 1885, seventeen-year-old Jessilyn Harney finds herself orphaned and alone on her family's homestead.
Desperate to fend off starvation and predatory neighbors, she cuts off her hair, binds her chest, saddles her beloved mare, and sets off
across the mountains to find her outlaw brother Noah and bring him home. A talented sharpshooter herself, Jess's quest lands her in the
employ of the territory's violent, capricious Governor, whose militia is also hunting Noah--dead or alive. Wrestling with her brother's outlaw
identity, and haunted by questions about her own, Jess must outmaneuver those who underestimate her, ultimately rising to become a hero
in her own right. Told in Jess's wholly original and unforgettable voice, Whiskey When We're Dry is a stunning achievement, an epic as
expansive as America itself--and a reckoning with the myths that are entwined with our history.

Exiles
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Miranda, a painter, is very content with her bohemian life, which allows her to follow her fellow artist girlfriend to Mazrooq. This (fictional)
country in the Middle East becomes her home, and she befriends both expats and locals. When Miranda falls in love with Finn, the British
ambassador, she finds herself thrust into a life that is both more restrictive and more freeing-neither of which she is prepared for. The world of
an ambassador?s wife is limited, by necessity-state obligations and safety concerns are just two of many limits. But she recognizes the
upside- Having time for her husband, their young daughter, and pursuing her painting is all wonderful-until one day, while on a hike with other
expat wives, Miranda is kidnapped by a group of Muslim extremists. She is held captive for months, while her husband desperately seeks a
way to secure her release from captors who have never stepped forward or demanded a ransom. Author Jennifer Steil artfully fills in the
history of Miranda and Finn?s relationship, bringing their worlds to life amidst violence and betrayal.Story Locale-A fictional Middle Eastern
country

The Exile
An American Jesuit combines spiritual writing, travel narrative, history, and humor to describe his time working with refugees in the slums of
Nairobi, Kenya.

Disoriental
Praise for Vi Khi Nao: "Here I was allowed to forget for a while that that is what books aspire to tell, so taken was I by more enthralling and
mysterious pleasures." Carole Maso How do you bear the death of a child? With fishtanks and jellyfish burials, Persephone's pomegranate
seeds, and affairs with the neighbors. "Fish in Exile "spins unimaginable loss through classical and magical tumblers, distorting our view so
that we can see the contours of a parent's grief all the more clearly. Vi Khi Nao was born in Long Khanh, Vietnam. Vi's work includes poetry,
fiction, film and cross-genre collaboration. Her poetry collection, "The Old Philosopher," was the winner of 2014 Nightboat Poetry Prize. Her
novel, "Fish In Exile," will make its first appearance in Fall 2016 from Coffee House Press. She holds an MFA in fiction from Brown University.
"
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